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Abstract: Podcasting seems to be as popular a
buzzword as “MP3” was in 1999 when it became
the number one search word on the internet.
However, just as in 1999, many still do not know
what it is or how to take full advantage of it. For
the past year or so, Purdue has been
investigating a way to replace its 35 year old
cassette based classroom audio recording
service with some form of digital media.
Streaming was one of the first considerations;
however with the advent of podcasting, and
ubiquity of digital media players among the
current generation of college students, an
opportunity lay before us.
By utilizing
commercial-off-the-shelf
professional
audio
hardware, leveraging our existing recording
infrastructure, and writing custom software, we
were able to bring podcasting of course audio to
the student. BoilerCast is not is a pilot program
or test program, but is in fact a full-scale campus
deployment of digital audio delivery designed to
replace the old cassette based system.

About Purdue
Purdue University — founded in 1869 — has
always been a recognized leader in technology
research and on April 24th, 1985 “purdue.edu”
became one of the first ten domain names
registered on the Internet. Purdue has a history
of not only being involved the forefront of
technology as an institution but also in the
accomplishments of many of its alumni such as
Neil Armstrong and Gene Cernan, the first and
last men to walk on the moon. Other successful
alumni include famous popcorn mogul Orville
Redenbacher and C-SPAN visionary/founder
Brian Lamb.

Cassette Recording
Over thirty-five years ago, the classroom audio
recording service was started as an instructional
support service. This service allowed students
to listen to lectures they may have missed by
traveling to the library and checking out a

cassette tape of the course they needed. The
masters were made by a staff member using a
bank of 6 reel-to-reel recorders. Audio reached
this central control facility by twisted pair audio
lines fed by the amplification systems already in
the classroom. The storage of a semester’s
reel-to-reel tapes took up a 15’X20’ room.
The staff member making the recordings was in
charge of quality control and regularly checked
the audio lines, the audio levels and overall
quality of the recordings.
This service was upgraded slightly in 1999 and
the reel-to-reel recorders were replaced with
cassette recorders, however the basic operation
of the system remained.
The storage
requirements shrank to a cabinet the size of a
large dressing cabinet, but the tracking and
inventory component remained.
In the past few years, use of the service began
to taper. What was an average of 70 to 80
courses per semester had dwindled to around
40 per semester. This decline was attributed to
the lack of availability of the material and
marginal quality of the recordings.

The Desire for Digital
The desire for digital audio recording and
storage was present in 1999; however, limited
technology options and significant cost made
such a system only a pipe dream. There was an
assumption that the technology would be
obtainable at some point in the future and
thoughts about the requirements began.
Such a digital storage system would need a
simple and readily available method for retrieval.
The assumption that a student should travel to
the library to listen to the course did not seem to
be in line with what was happening in the
information age. Some form of web interface to
retrieve the audio would be desirable.

It was decided that continuing the central
recording model would still be the most cost
effective method of implementing digital
recording. It would wasteful to attempt to equip
each of the 280 campus classrooms with digital
recording devices. The idea of equipping select
rooms and move equipment in and out each
semester as course requirements would be very
labor intensive and a logistical nightmare. The
central infrastructure service model had worked
very well for the cassette based system and lent
itself well to central equipment management and
maintenance, as well as adaptability. A new
classroom could be added to the recording
infrastructure by simply making an audio
connection rather that installing remote record
equipment. It also would make efficient use of
capital resources. For example, in Fall 2005, 64
courses are being recorded using only 8 active
recorders. In addition, by using this service
model, classrooms can be added to the system
within a matter of days; typically without adding
capital equipment.

The Pursuit of Digital
The pursuit of a digital audio recording solution
led to research into a number of vendors and
their offerings, with each one promising to be the
defacto standard for archiving and retrieval, and
each with a significant price tag that was
reflective of the market at the time. While some
of these systems may have been able to be
adapted to our environment, most were too cost
prohibitive out of the box.
If this project was to be implemented, tangible
benefits would need to be evident, including the
ability to automate. Therefore, in 2002, it was
decided that designing and building a custom
system was the only solution. Normally, this
route is not desirable because it can be a
service management conundrum in the future.
Commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS)
vendor
supported solutions are preferred; however
there simply were none that met the criteria we
had set forth in our project scope meetings.
There were many systems that were close, but
not close enough and most were not
customizable.
Development began on a custom system and
software using Microsoft Visual Basic and
RealNetworks Version 8 SDK. The system
design consisted of a central control server that
held the recording schedule and SQL database.
This server would be assigning audio recording

tasks to a bank of “stupid” encoders. These
encoders were all equipped with identical
software and did nothing unless the central
control server sent the commands. The
schedule and recording logs would be stored in
the database allowing a dynamic web interface
to be created.
In 2004 the project was very close to completion
and then disaster struck. Actually more of a
setback than a disaster…but not at the time!
The student programmers hired to develop the
software decided to graduate and move on with
their lives. (Several attempts were made to
convince them to skip their final exams, however
they insisted on getting passing grades.) The
project was put on hiatus until this resource loss
could be remedied.
At this point, the project manager (the author)
took over programming responsibilities for the
project in addition to already managing the
project, and a department. Anyone who writes
software knows it is extremely difficult to pick up
where someone else has left off. Add to the fact
that the project manager was also a department
head with a busy schedule, and it can be seen
that the timeline for implementation was affected
very seriously.
Schedules were cleared and time was set aside
time during the spring 2005 semester to finish
the development of the software. It was very
close to being ready, but the students had left
some functions incomplete as well as bugs that
needed to be addressed (like recording a single
class session assignment on all encoders
simultaneously).
At the end of the Spring 05 semester, the
software was still not finished. However, during
that time, something big had been happening in
the audio delivery field. It was a very simple and
elegant solution to delivering audio on demand.
That “big something” was bigger than
streaming…podcasting.

Podcasting Happens
Podcasting, gaining massive popularity during
the last year, is effectively a new and interesting
application of existing technology. Portable
digital players have been on the market for a
number of years. The MP3 format for audio
delivery over the internet already has wide
acceptance. Bloggers have been delivering
audio programs via MP3, and news sources

were already automating news feeds using an
information aggregation technology called RSS.
Take the fact that Apple has added its own
“iTunes” features to RSS, combine that with a
spectacular marketing campaign for iPods, and
podcasting has become the “killer app” for the
student-aged population.
Now, if one walks around any college campus
these days, it is difficult to walk ten feet without
seeing someone wearing those distinctive and
ubiquitous headphones with the white audio
cable leading from someone’s ears to their
pocket or possibly even an iPod on a lanyard.
Fad, phase, or trend, it does not matter. If this
new Purdue digital audio recording service did
not reach the iPod crowd, it would not be much
better off than cassette delivery.

XML and RSS
The underlying technology behind podcasting is
called RSS. The funny thing about RSS is that
no one can really agree on what RSS stands for.
While there are alternatives, it has been widely
accepted by many to stand for “Really Simple
Syndication,” which is what podcasting is all
about.
XML
To understand RSS, one must first understand
XML.
XML stands for “Extensible Markup
Language.” XML is simply an agreed upon
standard for organizing information in a text file.
Much like HTML (Hypertext Markup Language
used in all web pages), the XML file is a simple
text file that uses “tags” and other formatting
elements to represent data. Unlike HTML, XML
uses a hierarchical data structure that makes it
useful for storage and delivery of database
element data. The main difference between
XML and HTML is that while HTML is used to
format and display data, XML is used to hold
and describe data. XML lets one create their
own tags in order to define and store data. In
contrast, HTML has a set of universally agreed
upon tags and formats as defined by the “World
Wide
Web
Consortium”
standards
(http://www.w3.org/). Because of this, XML is
used widely to create specialized markup
languages (RSS being one of those languages).

XML Example
The following example is a simple XML file that
is storing some information about a message
from John to Michael.

Example 1.
This example is being displayed in a text editor
to prove that this is simple text that is being
written in a format that complies to the XML
standard.
In this example, there is the main “root” tag
called “<note>.” This root tag encompasses all
other tags within the document. There can only
be one root tag in an XML document. After
that, tags can be used multiple times and can
encompass groupings of other tags in a
hierarchical format. The RSS example will
convey that relationship.
RSS
RSS is a markup language that follows the XML
standard format. It is designed to describe data
that is to be retrieved in an automated fashion
by an aggregation program such as a news
reader or podcatching client. RSS has its own
agreed upon tags and structure that are defined
in the RSS standard specifications.
Since there are specific formatting rules in XML
(and therefore in RSS) it is an ideal format for
machine automation. An XML file, while text
based and easily read by a human being, can
also be read and parsed by a software program.
The RSS file can even contain instructions for
actions that may be initiated in an automated
fashion such as retrieving an audio file.
A software program that aggregates the
information contained in the RSS file is designed
to read these extensions file and format them
accordingly for a user to read. Unless the XML
file is specifically an RSS feed, there will be
nothing for the feed reader to read. This is
effectively what podcatching clients such as
Apple’s iTunes do to make podcasting work.

RSS Example
The example below is a basic RSS file that
could be read by any generic RSS feed reader.
It is being shown in the context of a text editor to
drive home the fact that at the end of the day,
this is a simple text file.

Example 2.
What makes this an RSS file is the root tag
noting that it is RSS and it conforms to version
2.0. Machine readers can look at this version
information to determine how best to parse the
subsequent data in the file.
The first element under the RSS is “<channel>.”
This contains information about a group of
similar articles or sessions. Multiple channels
are possible in the RSS file.
Under the
“channel” hierarchy are tags that encompass
information about the channel’s title, an
information link URL, and description. Other
optional tags are covered in the standard but
were left out of this example for simplicity.
A key tag under the channel hierarchy is the
“<item>” tag. This is a feed element. Each
instance of an “item” tag contains information
about a session or download. In the course of
normal operation, additional “item” elements are
added regularly to RSS feeds. The feed readers
then check for new “items” and use the
information encompassed by the “item” to
download information, whether it be a news
article, the weather, or a podcast.
Podcasting and RSS
Podcasting uses RSS to deliver audio the same
way a newspaper would use RSS to deliver test
articles. Podcasts conform to the RSS
specification; but there are some proprietary
additional tags specific to the delivery of audio
files to podcatching client programs such as
iTunes, or iPodder. Apple has created these
extensions to RSS that are specific to Apple’s

tunes music delivery product.
However,
inclusion of these extensions is not necessary
for a RSS feed to be considered a podcast.
They do add elements that users of iTunes or
similar clients can take advantage of when it
comes to sorting content. Not using these
extensions does not preclude one from
delivering audio content via RSS; it simply
means that the feed will not take full advantage
of some commercially available podcatching
client features.
The detailed use of XML, RSS, and the iTunes
podcasting extensions are beyond the scope of
this paper. For more information on RSS and
XML, http://www.w3schools.com is a great free
resource that goes into extensive technical
details with lots of examples.
For more
information on the iTunes extensions, try
http://phobos.apple.com/static/iTunesRSS.html

How Podcasting Works
Podcasting is not as mysterious a technology as
some might believe. In actuality, with so many
free tools available on the Internet, creating the
audio recording might actually be the harder part
of the process.
Implementing podcasting will require a few basic
components. These components are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

MP3 Audio File
RSS File
Web Server
Audience

The first thing required is an audio file. The MP3
format is typically the preferred format. This file
can be digitized from a recording, created on a
PC, or created using some other digital
recording device. This is the material that the
podcaster wants to make available and attention
to quality and suitability should be paid. This
MP3 file should be placed on a web server and
be able to be obtained using a standard URL
such as:
http://www.myserver.com/myaudio.mp3

Second, the podcaster will need to create an
RSS file that contains information about the
podcast including the URL of the MP3 file.
An RSS file following the standard RSS format
will contain various information elements about
the file and where to download the file. As

described earlier, this
Example 3. Typical iTunes RSS “ITEM” Tag Structure
information is formatted
<item>
within a special tag
<title>Podcasting at Purdue</title>
inside the RSS file
<itunes:author>Michael Gay</itunes:author>
<itunes:subtitle>A short primer on BoilerCast</itunes:subtitle>
called “<ITEM>.” Use
<itunes:summary>In this episode, Michael will discuss the
of this tag can be seen
essentials in setting up the BoilerCast service for a
in
sample.rss
file
course.</itunes:summary>
<enclosure url="http://www.example.com/ boilercast.mp3"
described
above.
length="27310" type="audio/x-mp3" />
Within the bounds of
<pubDate>Thu, 15 Sep 2005 12:00:00 GMT</pubDate>
<itunes:category text="BoilerCast">
this “ITEM” tag is the
<itunes:duration>7:04</itunes:duration>
information for a single
<itunes:keywords>boilercast purdue classroom</itunes:keywords>
</item>
podcast including a title,
description,
and
summary. One tag that
was not described in
the
sample.rss
file
create digital audio files, and a way to create the
above is the “<enclosure>” tag. This is the core
RSS files. This web space can be owned and
tag behind podcasting. This tag will encompass
operated by the podcaster or could be rented,
the URL for the audio file to be podcast.
leased or purchased from a third party provider.
Example 3 demonstrates the usage of this
The web space does not have to have any
enclosure tag as well as demonstrating some of
special features such as scripting or streaming.
the optional “itunes” tags designed to enhance
The MP3 and RSS files are placed in this web
the experience of Apple iTunes users. The
space as would be any HTML or graphic file.
“enclosure” tag in example 3 looks like this”
The fourth component for podcasting is the
audience. This is the biggest variable for any
service. To get an audience, the material should
be of interest, and should be accessible.
Whether the material is of interest is subjective
and beyond the scope of this document.
However, to make the podcast accessible, the
server should have sufficient bandwidth and the
link to the podcast RSS file should be displayed
prominently and labeled clearly as to what it
references. The audience for the podcast must
have a podcatching client such as Apple iTunes
or iPodder, and must also have the URL for the
RSS file that is being hosted on the podcaster’s
web space.

<enclosure url="http://www.example.com/ boilercast.mp3" length="27310"
type="audio/x-mp3" />

There are three descriptive elements in the tag.
The first is obviously the URL that points to the
audio file. The second is the file length in bytes.
The third is the MIME type necessary for the
automated reader to determine how the file
should be treated.
The RSS file, once created, should be placed on
a web server as was the MP3 file. This will be a
standard URL such as:
http://www.podcasthost.com/mypodcast.xml
or
http://www.podcasthost.com/mypodcast.rss

A podcatching client will have a place where this
URL must be entered in order to “subscribe” to
the podcast. In Apple’s iTunes, for instance, it is
found under the “Advanced” tab then “Subscribe
to Podcast.”

This is not a real URL, but demonstrates that a
podcast URL is generally no different than any
other URL. The podcaster would then refer to
this file by creating a link to it on their web page
or submitting the link to
MP3 Audio
a public web page to
File
post.

Internet

Third, the podcaster
must have sufficient
web space to host the
audio
and
podcast
feeds they will be
creating, a way to

Public
Network

RSS
Formatted
XML File

Web Server
Space

iPod
Podcatching Client
Software

Figure 1. Podcasting Beginning to End

Podcast
Audience

Since the scope and approach was changing
significantly with the addition of podcasting, a list
of criteria for the service was developed in order
to have a framework from which to make
decisions about the approach and direction of
the service. Here is a short list developed along
the way…
•

Figure 2. Subscribing to a Podcast Using Apple's
iTunes
The URL is pasted into the window and iTunes
begins regularly checking the RSS file to see if
there are any updates. Alternatively, if the web
page containing the link is open alongside
iTunes, the link can be dragged from the web
page and dropped iTunes podcast directory
using the mouse.
It should be evident by now that podcasting and
RSS are “pull” technologies. The client software
loads the RSS file regularly to see if there are
any changes or new elements and then takes
action. Usually this action involves downloading
data, or in the case of podcasting, downloading
audio files.
Programs like iTunes can take this further and
even automatically transfer the audio file to an
iPod digital player.

Back to the Purdue Service
Once it was evident that podcasting was the
direction to take the service, everything that was
currently in development for the streaming
delivery system was immediately put on hold
pending further analysis.
It was determined that the work done thus far
could be adapted to include podcasting;
however the deadline of being ready for Fall
classes would not be obtainable. That is when
the existing work was shelved (not permanently)
to investigate a rapid deployment solution.
One of the unresolved issues regarding the
system previously being designed was that in
the event of system failure, there was no good
way for a human being to take over the process
manually. This was unacceptable and could
cause the loss of numerous course recordings in
the event of a significant failure.

•

•

•
•

A rapidly deployed system would most likely
not be automated and we would continue
use our existing staff resources (currently
operating the cassette recording service) to
operate the new service.
The system should have a clean and easy
web interface for the users, but we did not
have extensive access to web programmers
other than myself.
Most of the web
programmers were busy with other projects
that also needed to be ready for fall classes.
The system should not focus only on
podcasting because not everyone has an
iPod. Some have other digital players and
some have nothing. Users of the system
should have access regardless of what
equipment they owned.
The operational components needed to be
quick to learn and easy for our operator to
use.
The courses should be online and available
within 30 minutes of the completion of class.

The Implementation
As demonstrated above, podcasting technology
is nothing more than special text file with
information pointing to audio.
The real
challenge for us was still in how best to capture
the audio.
Many educational pilot programs that include
podcasting are requiring the instructor make the
classroom audio recording themselves, using
either equipment provided in the room or using a
portable recording device such as an iPod. This
is where personal technical design and service
philosophy of an institution comes into play.
The BoilerCast design philosophy assumes that
instructors would rather teach and should not
bear burden of handling or managing any
technology involving anything more than
displaying their PowerPoint or DVD video on a
projection screen. Instructors should have the
time to focus on teaching the material at hand
and not how to operate a technology service.

That was one of the driving forces for Purdue’s
approach to obtaining classroom audio.
The Server
One piece of equipment necessary for the
deployment of this service is a server to host the
web pages, MP3 audio files, and RSS files.
Since streaming was to be a component of this
service as well, a streaming server needed to be
set up.
Fortunately for this project, a Helix Universal
Streaming server was already in place and was
being used to host video on demand and stream
live audio from WBAA-AM and FM, Purdue’s
NPR affiliate radio stations. The web server was
still a missing component. While the Helix
server is not necessary for podcasting, we still
wanted to have a streaming component
available as part of the service.
To expedite deployment, it was decided that a
web server would be installed on the same
physical hardware as the streaming server. The
machine had plenty of horsepower to
accommodate
this
addition. Apache 2.0 web
server was installed on
this
machine
and
configured to host the
BoilerCast Service.
By utilizing these existing
resources, money was
saved and the timeline
accelerated. Now, about
that audio…
Getting Audio from
Classrooms
One of the challenges in
setting up a classroom
recording system is how
best to go about obtaining
classroom audio.

extensive and very cost effective. The plan was
to leverage this existing infrastructure to
expedite deployment and save money.
Centralized versus Distributed Models
Using this infrastructure allowed Purdue to
continue its central recording model. Figure 3
demonstrates a functional view of the recording
network. All audio feeds from the classrooms
aggregate at a central recording facility in
Stewart Center. Using this central recording
model, over 60 semester long courses are being
recorded during the Fall 2005 semester using
only eight record decks. This system takes
advantage of the fact that courses are
distributed throughout the day and not all
courses meet every day. While this type of
system may not be practical for all, it is very
manageable, efficient, and scalable for Purdue.
A distributed infrastructure model could work for
some institutions. This might entail equipping
classrooms with record decks wired to a
microphone or be fed from a central PA system.
Getting the audio transported from these rooms
could be an issue
depending
on
the
equipment used to make
the recordings. If a pcbased recorder were
used, it could make the
recordings
and
be
accessible
remotely.
Managing
multiple
remote machines could
require
additional
support staff depending
on
the
scale
of
implementation.

Classroom Audio
Alternatives
While utilizing record
lines
from
each
classroom was the best
option for Purdue, there
are other methods that
Purdue already had a
were investigated for
central
wiring
transporting audio and
infrastructure that readily
laying out a recording
lends itself to the purpose
network. Some of the
delivering audio from
transport options use
classrooms to a central
Figure 3. Purdue’s Audio Recording Network
LAN or WAN networks.
recording facility. This is
Some of these are Ethernet based systems that
the system that was being used for the cassette
cannot route over IP networks and others can
based service that the digital service will be
send streaming audio over the internet to a
replacing.
This network was already quite

mating box. Even category 5 wiring in place in
a building can be used to transport audio (and
very efficiently as well).
For installations that do not have an existing
audio wiring infrastructure on their campus,
Ethernet or IP delivery might be an option.
There are several manufacturers of microphone
preamplifiers that output Ethernet audio
following
the
CobraNet
standard
(www.peakaudio.com).
The audio can be
received by another CobraNet Device that has
one Ethernet input and multiple audio outputs.
CobraNet is not a reoutable protocol so it will not
traverse an IP router. It also would not work well
on networks already carrying IP traffic and
typically requires its own private Ethernet-based
network.
Barix (www.barix.com) manufactures small
simple to use devices, called the Extreamer and
Instreamer, that stream audio over an existing IP
network. At about $600 per send/receive pair,
they are relatively inexpensive compared to
installing a wiring infrastructure. A send unit
could be installed in a classroom with multiple
receive units at a central facility. The bit rates
are adjustable so they can fit almost any IP
network capacity.

as described above to our central facility using a
line driver to adjust the audio levels.
Smaller rooms (40 to 70 seats) are being
served experimentally this semester by using
ceiling mounted PZM microphones and also
handing “choir” microphones typically used in
churches and other performance venues. These
rooms do not require any action form the
instructor other than showing up and teaching
their course.
Higher ceilings are not as
conducive to this type of installation making the
audio very hollow and distant, even with the
levels adjusted higher.
Record Decks
After investigating possible methods of
accomplishing the task at hand, the approach
that resulted in being accepted really came out
of the blue. Portable digital recorders have been
widely used in the professional audio world.
Models such as the Marantz PMD-660 and the
Edirol R-1 are popular among those in the
broadcast industry. However the potential of
these devices was not clearly realized until one
was acquired for an on-site recording project
separate from the classroom recording service.

Figure 4. Barix Extreamer.
Equipping the Rooms
Many of the rooms used for recording lectures at
Purdue have an existing PA system. In some of
the large lecture halls on campus, instructors are
already accustomed to wearing a microphone to
project their voice to the 500 students in the
room.
In the 70 to 200 seat rooms, the
instructors sometimes do not regularly wear the
microphone and therefore must wear it for the
recording service. The feed from the PA in
these rooms is sent over twisted pair audio lines

Figure 5. Marantz PMD-570 decks as used in the
BoilerCast service.
Further investigation yielded the Marantz PMD570 and a case study from University of
Massachusetts who used the equipment in their

lecture halls. The unit can record mp3 files
directly to a compact flash card like the one
found in most digital cameras. MP3 is the
widely accepted audio format for pod casting
and can also be streamed by the Helix Server,
and the windows Media Server. Add to that the
fact that the record deck operates otherwise like
a cassette recorder and is half the price of what
was paid for the original professional grade
cassette recorders and Eureka!
Eleven Marantz PMD-570 digital audio recorders
were purchased and eight were immediately
installed to replace the existing cassette decks.
The remaining 3 will be used for experimentation
and optimization of the service.
Audio Crosspoint Router
Already in place and used for the existing
cassette service, a Knox Chameleon 192 input
audio router was already in place with over 60
classrooms wired to the inputs. This allows the
routing of a classroom scheduled for recording
to one of the 8 record deck inputs in preparation
for capturing the audio. This router is RS-232
controllable and was installed two years ago in
preparation for future automation.
Audio Capture Solution in Place
Now, in what might be considered a very short
order, there was a plan to capture the audio
digitally. The plan did not significantly change
the existing recording infrastructure or the basic
operations performed by the technician. This
was very good. What needed to be done next
was create a web interface for the files to be
retrieved. That was the easy part.
The hard part is the fact that the operator would
be required to rename each recorded file to a
specific naming convention for the files, edit their
ID3 tags after each recording, move the file from
the compact flash to the server, update a web
site posting the latest file, and update an RSS
feed for the pod casts.
With an initial
infrastructure of up to 10 simultaneous
recordings, that might get a little cumbersome.
A software automation solution for the service
operator needed to be developed.
Designing Custom Software
Extensive research off the shelf solutions
yielded solutions that were intriguing and had
lots of potential. While these solutions might
work well for other entities, they did not meet all
the criteria set forth for this project.

For this system, the challenges of updating the
web page, RSS file, MP3 title information, and to
facilitating the transfer of the audio file to the
server was met by creating custom software.
Since the service incorporated streaming as well
as podcasting, these components had to also be
addressed. Many of the off-the-shelf solutions
are either podcast solutions or streaming
solutions, but not both.
The BoilerCast software was programmed using
Microsoft Visual Basic 6. Visual Basic .NET
could have been used, however the programmer
(Michael Gay) was more proficient with 6 and
did not want to delay the project while learning
the changes incorporated in .NET.
If there was a “prime directive” followed the
design of the BoilerCast software, it was “Keep it
Simple.” The earlier attempts at software for a
digital service included SQL databases and
complex scheduling and control systems. To
expedite deployment of this solution, the
program flow was kept simple and anything that
did not need to be done to implement the
service was not done. Therefore, the decision
was made to forgo the use of a database for this
initial deployment. This meant that web pages
would be static and contain the data needed to
deliver the service. A course only needed to be
updated once every couple of days, so static
pages could work well and provide a quick
response to a request without using a lot of
server processor time by dynamically generating
a page from a database. This was going to be
good old fashioned static HTML.
Admittedly, this was not the most modern
method, some might even call it a “hack job,” but
it definitely met the criterion set forth by being
simple.
The program to perform string
manipulation on HTML could be written easily.
Therefore, the HTML code itself became the
database of information available. For the next
version of the software, XSL stylesheets and
XML data will most likely be employed.
Since HTML does not allow custom tags to be
created, reference tags were created using the
comment functions in HTML code so the custom
software would know where to put new entries,
as well as pull entries out for processing. This
allowed the creation of a “starter” HTML page
that the software could use as a “boilerplate” of
sorts. This is a nice feature because the Purdue

formatted web page could actually be rebranded
for another entity if needed with no changes to
the hard coding of the software.
The software can be run on the machine hosting
the web site and files or could be run on a
separate machine with a drive mapped to the
web server. In this application, a workstation
machine has access to the server drive space
containing the HTML and mp3 files.

Internet
Private
Network

BoilerCast
Workstation

Public
Network

Web / Streaming
Server

Figure 6. BoilerCast Hardware Setup

Operation of the Service
The method in which the daily operation of a
service is executed can and will determine the
overall success of the effort. When developing
the operational plan, once again the “keep-it–
simple” mantra was followed. To reduce the
training time for staff, many of the operations
mimicked
their
cassette
predecessors.
However, knowing that faculty would be the key
element in the success of the service, an easyto-use online request form was developed early
on in the process.

Figure 7. BoilerCast Online Request Form
BoilerCast Software
The heart of the BoilerCast service is the custom
software developed for the technician to use
during daily operation of the service.
The software program’s main screen contains
four buttons: “Get MP3 Audio,” “Move File,”
“Security,” and “EXIT.”

Online Requests
While an online request form seems old hat
these days, this was the first major upgrade to a
35 year old classroom recording service since
1998 when the reel-reel recorders were replaced
with cassette recorders. In any case, an online
request form (Figure 7) was provided for faculty
to request the service. The request form is
password protected so faculty must use their
Purdue account to gain access. This provides
assurances that the request is from a legitimate
faculty member.

Adding a new course is not used daily and is
therefore contained under the “File” menu on the
menu bar of the program. This is the first step in
handling a request and is used to set up the
requested course’s BoilerCast webpage.

Completion of the form creates an e-mail that is
sent to the service operator as well as the area
supervisors.
This e-mail contains the
information needed to begin the creation of the
course website and scheduling of the
recordings.

Course Webpage
The technician uses the information from the
automated e-mail request generated by the
online request form. Based on the informiton
the operator enters, the course’s BoilerCast
storage directory, web page, and podcasting

Figure 8. BoilerCast Software Main Screen

RSS feeds will be created and posted on the
BoilerCast home page. The dialog box the
technican uses can be seen in Figure 9.

appropriate Marantz PMD-570 digital record
deck he has chosen for the course.
After the courses are all set up, he starts all the
decks slated for recording at the beginning of
the class hour. He monitors the feed to each
deck for audio level and general quality. Any
problems are reported to the technical staff
immediately so repairs can be made quickly.
During the class hour, casual monitoring is
employed (while the technician performs other
duties) as an extra quality measure.
At the end of the class hour, the technician stops
all the record decks. He removes the compact
flash cards from each deck and replaces the
cards with another. Each card is labeled as to
which deck it belongs and cards are rotated with
another every hour.
The technician assigns the next hour’s
classrooms to the decks in preparation for the
next hour’s recordings. He then begins the
process of adding these audio files to the server
using the BoilerCast software.

Figure 9. Dialog for Creating a New
Course for the BoilerCast Service
Once the technician clicks “GO!” on the dialog,
the directory for the file storage is created, the
web page is created using a configurable
template, and the XML file is created for the
RSS feed used to podcast the course. The
software also updates the index page with the
list of all the available courses and alphabetizes
them for easy viewing.

Adding Classroom Recordings
Once the audio files are recorded and stored on
compact flash cards, the transfer and update
process can begin. The BoilerCast software is
used to facilitate this process. To begin, the
technician runs the BoilerCast software and the
main window clicks on “Get MP3 Audio.”

Once the course is created and verified, the
technician sends an e-mail verification to the
requestor letting them know that the course was
set up with the URL for the course web page in
the e-mail.
Capturing the Audio
Once the course webpage has been created,
the classroom audio can be captured.
Each class hour, the recording technician who
operates the service will determine what courses
form what rooms are to be set up. During the
ten minute class break, he uses a control screen
for a KNOX Chameleon 192x48 audio cross
point router to choose the classroom to be
recorded. He sends its audio feed to the

Figure 10. BoilerCast Workstation Media Drive
Once the technician clicks this button, a dialog
box appears where he must choose the MP3 file
containing the course he recorded.
The
workstation has a 3.5” media drive that can
accept Compact Flash, Sony Memory Stick,

Smart Media, and others. The Compact Flash
card containing the recording from the Marantz
PMD-570 is put in the media drive.

Figure 13. BoilerCast Move and Update Dialog
Figure 11. File Dialog
Once the file is chosen, the path is displayed on
the programs main window.

The technician can choose to preview play the
course audio as an extra confirmation step. This
is especially valuable when recording 8
simultaneous courses, the Compact Flash cards
all seem to look the same after a while, even if
they are labeled by deck number.
Once
everything is confirmed, the technician clicks
“Move and Update File!” and the software takes
over.

Figure 12. BoilerCast Software Main Screen with
MP3 Audio File Loaded
The technician then needs to click the “Move
File” button to bring up the dialog for updating
and transferring the audio file.
Once the “Move and Update” dialog pops up,
the technician will need to select the course web
page by clicking “Select Existing Web Page” to
bring up a file dialog. Once the technician has
chosen the webpage that will be updated,
information about the course will display in the
dialog window including the path to the web
page, and course data that was input when
creating the course webpage. The recording
date drop-down is also on the dialog with today’s
date listed as a default. Usually this is fine, but if
for some reason the recording was being
uploaded later than normal, the recording date
could be adjusted manually.

Figure 14. BoilerCast Compact Flash Cards
The software first updates the ID3 tag on the
MP3 file and puts the course Name, Record
Date, and Copyright information. For those who
don’t know much about the MP3 format, ID3 is a
standard for what is effectively metadata for
MP3 files. The standard is music oriented with
fields called Artist, Title, Genre, and more;
however these fields work for our purposes.
These fields are important for the service

because they are usually displayed in most MP3
player displays.
Next the software renames the MP3 file to a
format consistent with a standard we developed.
Basically it is as follows:
Course_Year_Month_Date_Time.mp3.
This allows the filenames to be human readable
as well as machine readable.
The web page for the course is updated by the
software which effectively reads in the web page
HTML file, adds the HTML code to link to the
new audio file, and spits the HTML file back out.

done, a dialog similar to the “Move and Update”
dialog used for files appears. The technician
must choose the HTML file that will be secure.
He must then choose a username and password
that the instructor requests. The software will
make the course name the username and
generate a random password by default. Once
this is done, the technician clicks on “Add
Security” and the software secures the webpage
and directory by creating a .htaccess file and
updating a .htpasswd file. It also implements an
administrative username and password for each
course so technical staff may access a secure
page.

The same process is performed for the XML file
containing the RSS feed information for
podcasting.
The last thing that happens is the file is copied
to the server. Once the file is confirmed as
copied by the software, the Compact Flash card
is wiped clean.
Once the “Move File and Update” button is
pressed, the whole process takes less than thirty
seconds…most of which are used for the
copying of the 30meg MP3 file to the server.
The file is now immediately available for
download or podcasting.
Adding Security
Some instructors have concerns about their
material being publicly available. While it is a
great service to the world community and a boon
to the University to have the material publicly
available, some of the faculty feel that their
material is too proprietary and sensitive to be
distributed publicly.
Therefore a rudimentary security measure was
implemented to alleviate their concerns.
Keeping in mind that this system does not host
personal information or other sensitive data that
requires it to be critically secure, a single
password per course policy was implemented.
Development of a system that will allow the use
of individual accounts will be a goal for the next
version.
If an instructor requests that their course be
secure, the technician clicks the “security” button
on the software main window. Once that is

Figure 15. BoilerCast Software Security Dialog
The same dialog will allow security to be
removed form a page as well.

The Public Interface
With the exception of the online request form, all
that has been described thus far about the
BoilerCast operation process has been activity
behind the scenes. There is a lot that goes on
behind the scenes, but that was the intent. The
process was designed to be as painless as
possible for the instructor. Part of that simplicity
was designing a public interface for the service
where instructors could learn about the service,
and students can access the course audio. That
is where the BoilerCast web site came into the
picture.
The Boilercast web site:
http://www.itap.purdue.edu/boilercast

is the starting point that instructors and students
use to access the service. On the main screen,
there are links to learn about BoilerCast, how to
use BoilerCast with Apple’s iTunes, a list of
rooms that are currently set up for BoilerCast,
and a link to the online request form. Also on
the page is a list of the courses that have
subscribed to the service with the podcast RSS
link next to the course name. Clicking the
course name will take the user to the course
web page that will have information about the
course as well as a list of the recordings that
have been made for the course.

Figure 17. A Typical BoilerCast Course Page
It was this all-in-one offering of podcasting, and
multi-format
streaming
that
made
the
implementation beyond any commercial offering.
This system also allows the service to have a
web site that is consistent with the style of the
Information Technology departmental site.

First Semester Statistics and
Feedback
The general response since implementing this
service has been overwhelmingly positive. In
one half semester of service, there have been
over 35,000 downloads and almost 70 courses
are registered to use the service.

Figure 16. BoilerCast Home
Page

BoilerCast Daily Downloads

With the RSS feeds available
from the main page, students
can set up podcasting without
the need to delve further into
the website.
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Students who do not wish to
podcast, but wish to listen to
the
course
online
via
streaming, will browse to the
course website, and choose
the class date they wish to
listen to.
They can also
choose between Windows
Media streaming, Real Player
streaming, or downloading the
MP3 file to their system
manually to use whatever
player they like.
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Figure 18. BoilerCast Daily Downloads for First Half Fall 2005

One of the statistics monitored during this time
was the type of player used to get the file. Since
streaming was a part of the service, statistics
like this are valuable in determining whether that
function will have continued support.

Approximately 30% of the faculty responded to
the survey and approximately 1% of the
students using the service responded to the
survey. The survey was not sent to users
outside Purdue.
Preferred Player:
One of the interesting responses to the survey
was that of preferred player.

Top Players Used to Listen to
BoilerCast Courses in Fall 2005
Real Player
5.3%
Mozilla
14.3%
Windows
Media Player
28.1%

iTunes
43.2%

Wget
2.9%
iPodder
1.9%
GetRight
1.4%
QuickTime
Player
1.1%
WinAmp
0.2%
Doppler
0.3%
Other
1.3%

Figure 19. Top Players Used to Listen to BoilerCast
Courses in Fall 2005. Data Obtained From
BoilerCast Access Logs.

Rank

Player

Percentage
of Total
Sessions

1

iTunes

43.2%

2

Windows Media Player

28.1%

3

Mozilla

14.3%

4

Real Player

5.3%

5

Wget

2.9%

6

iPodder

1.9%

7

GetRight

1.4%

8

QuickTime Player

1.1%

9

WinAmp

0.2%

10 Doppler

0.3%

Other

1.3%

Table 1. Top 10 Players Used to Access BoilerCast
Courses in Fall 2005. Data Obtained From
BoilerCast Access Logs.
A survey was distributed to users of the service
to get their feedback. The overall response from
those surveyed appeared to convey the success
of the service.

•
•
•
•

Windows Media Player – 53%
Podcast – 26.6%
Real One Player – 15.3%
Other MP3 Player – 5.1%

This data contradicts the actual use statistics. It
may be assumed that many of the iTunes
players are operated by users who did not
respond to the survey. That could mean offcampus users.
In any case, the fact that streaming clients made
up the higher percentage of the responses was
interesting. Technically, this is not podcasting,
but the core feature that we were developing at
first for the service.
Own or Planning to Buy…
The survey asked if users owned or were
planning to purchase…




iPod – 41.8%
non-iPod Player – 18.4%
Laptop Computer – 59.2%

Respondents were allowed to choose more than
one. Laptops are still ahead of iPods, but not
far.
Grade the Service
Respondents were asked to give the service a
grade (the typical academic grade scale was
used as a tribute to the fact that it was mid-term
exam season).








A+
13.3%
A
54%
B
23.5%
C
5%
D
0%
F
0%
Undecided 4%

This is the kind of report card that anyone would
be pleased to take home to their parents for
signature.

What is the Greatest Benefit of the Service?
This open ended question was asked on the
survey.
There was in interesting division
between the faculty and student comments.
Faculty
• “Easy! I don't have to do it.”
• “Clarity of voices and speed in making them
available.”
• “I started recording lectures on my own
before I knew about Boilercast. It took a lot
of time to then convert to mp3 and upload it
to a server. Boilercast makes it easy.”
• “Ease of use and sign up.”
• “I like the availability of the lectures for
students who were absent and/or want to go
back and review material.”
• “Automatic, Great web page, multiple
formats.”
Students
• “I like being able to review a lecture, if I
didn't quite understand it in class. I also like
reviewing what I might have missed while I
was taking down notes.”
• “English is my second language so it is very
helpful for me.”
• “When studying for a test it is nice to have a
place to go for a review of what was said in
lecture”
• “Being able to download it quickly on my
iPod and go!”
• “Availability in multiple media player format”
• “It is nice to listen to clarify lecture material.”
• “I love using BoilerCast so that I can listen to
the lectures even when I am on the bus
going to and from school.”
• “I can take it anywhere and listen to it
whenever I want.”
• “If you're sick and can't make it to class you
can still get all the notes word for word. Also
the clarity was amazing.”
The faculty like the service because it is handled
for the automatically. The students like the
service for a number of reasons that seem to be
as individual as learning styles.

Suggestions for Future Additions to the
Service?
Another question asked on the survey also had
a unique division among the faculty and
students.
Faculty
• “Let faculty tag classes (if they want),
Second would be the option to create an
enhanced podcast with the slides from the
powerpoint.”
• “Expand to other classrooms.”
• “Wireless mic. (And the ability to pause the
recording for a ten-minute break during my
2-hour lecture.)”
• “I am always afraid that the BoilerCast
system is not picking up the lecture. There
should be a fairly transparent method to
verify recording during lecture.”
• “Boilercast ideally would be linked to WebCT
so students could access it easily and it
would be password protected”
Students
• “Improve audio quality. Lecture noise
sometimes overpowers the instructor's
voice. Possibly record from a microphone
that the instructor wears. Instructor should
repeat student questions into microphone for
clarity.”
• “Add more classes.”
• “More classes signed up for it.”
• “Have all classes offered.”
• “If it is possible, also included the video of
the lecture.”
• “Maybe be able to add visual aids, like the
ones presented in class.”
• “Videos...it is good to watch the professor
during there lectures, especially when they
are doing some sort of experiment on the
table or something in front of the class.”
• “I wish there could be a video component to
the audio.”
• “Being able to pick up voice better, maybe
video to see what is being written on the
board.”
• “Eventually maybe a video camera set up to
get both audio and visual on the site”
• “Video.”
Faculty are interested in features and security
while students want more courses signed up
and want an option for video courses.

Operating Issues
Operation of the service thus far has also gone
extremely well. The original intention was to
completely automate the service; however there
are a few obstacles that would need to be
overcome before that can happen.
These
include microphone issues, class session
cancellation issues, technical equipment failure
issues, and general quality control issues.
These may be able to be overcome with
technology at this point and continued human
operation may be a necessity to maintain the
quality level of the current service.
Microphone Issues
Many of the rooms currently set up for
BoilerCast require the instructor to wear a
microphone. While this does not seem like a
significant request, there are those who simply
refuse to wear one under any circumstances.
Most of these cases occur where the academic
departments insist on use of the service but the
individual instructor does not wish to use the
service and therefore refuses to cooperate.
Obviously there is no way to overcome such
childish behavior. Once, an instructor was so
adamant about not wearing a microphone that
he refused to wear a microphone while teaching
his class of 470 students in an older lecture hall
with terrible acoustics.
While possibly
motivating some to arrive early and sit up front, it
did not do much for the recordings. Most of the
microphones in the classrooms are designed for
sound reinforcement and the sensitivity drops off
rapidly with increased distance from the
element. The staff member operating the service
currently can increase the drive level to the
record decks in an attempt to compensate for
microphone issues such as the situation above.
Experiments automatic gain devices were
performed, but the platform motion encountered
during normal speech made the end product
unacceptable.
In other instances the microphones are simply
unplugged from the wall or their gain is turned
down on the normally locked wall mounted
amplifier.
In smaller classrooms experiments with PZM
and handing choir microphones are ongoing.
The PZM microphones mount in a standard
single gang electrical box in the ceiling of the
classroom. These microphones are not used for
sound reinforcement and therefore can be
preamplified to a level suitable for delivery over

audio pairs directly to the central recording
facility. The instructor cannot refuse to wear it
and cannot turn down the volume or unplug this
microphone. The caveat to this implementation
is that rooms with higher ceilings are not
acoustically ideal for these microphones and the
audio sounds distant and hollow.
More
experiments will be necessary there. These
permanent solutions are also not suitable by any
means for large lecture halls of more than 100
students due to the typical size of these rooms
and ceiling heights. These rooms typically have
more background noise from large air handling,
projector fans, and even student shuffling.
Aside from embedding a remote wireless
microphone in the instructor’s molars while they
sleep, there is no easy solution to this issue.
Budget issues are the major factor in not
pursuing that option further.
Class Cancellation
Sometimes, class sessions get cancelled for one
reason or another. While many instructors will
inform the technician that the session is
cancelled, many times the technician discovers
this when he receives silence from the
scheduled classroom.
Without an operator
monitoring the situation, it would not be known
whether this is a cancellation or a technical
issue.
Technical Failures
Like it or not, equipment fails. Having a trained
technician
operate
the
service
allows
performance checks of record circuits earlier in
the day before a course begins. This allows the
technician’s time to investigate the cause of the
problem and possibly fix it before the class
session begins. If the system were completely
automated, problems may not become evident
until a complaint is made, which might too late to
fix the problem before other class sessions are
recorded.
General Quality Control
One of the points of the service that attributes to
its success is the overall audio quality. Symetrix
528E broadcast microphone processors were
installed before each record deck to add
expansion, compression and equalization. This
allows some automatic compensation in the
audio levels (not enough to compensate for not
wearing a microphone) and allows those who
speak softly to be recorded at the same level as
those who speak louder.
The equalization

compensates for losses in the line and can be
used to make the audio sound more natural.
Having a trained technician monitor the courses
allows provides assurance that the best quality
classroom audio possible is being recorded.
The technician can also let make note of needed
improvements to a particular room in order to
bring it up to quality standards.
Automation of the service is still an option, but at
this time it looks like a technician will still be
necessary to monitor and oversee the quality of
the product being produced.

The Future
In the mid 90’s, Microsoft founder Bill Gates
wrote a book about the future of technology
called “The Road Ahead.” A few months after it
was published, a second revised edition was
released. Apparently the original edition did not
foretell of the impact of the Internet. This says
more about the twisted directions technology
can take than any other anecdote. Therefore,
the following look into “the road ahead” for
podcasting and the BoilerCast system should be
viewed with the knowledge that this may all
change in a heartbeat.
Video
Video iPods were announced in October of
2005. Now users can download video and play
it back on their iPod Screens. It is evident that
students want video courses. There have been
many Purdue courses that have been
videotaped or captured for streaming ondemand. These instructors have seen that there
is benefit for the students when it comes to
having a reference for difficult material. These
instructors have also been comfortable enough
with their curriculum that they were not
concerned with the affect on attendance. Video
may be a solution for some, but not all
instructors.
The real problem with video is how to capture it
effectively. With audio, it is very simple and cost
effective to tap into a house PA system. Video,
however, requires a camera and cameraperson. Sure there are tracking cameras that do
the job well, however they are very expensive
compared to paying a hungry student minimum
wage to point the camera toward the front of the
room.

Even if a course is videotaped or captures with a
camera, how is the PowerPoint or other
multimedia being captured? Many times at
Purdue it is a simple as pointing the camera at
the screen. Purdue has a couple of advanced
classroom studios based on television
production facilities, however the maintenance
and operation of these facilities is prohibitively
expensive, not to mention the significant capital
investment.
This problem of capturing the video will be an
obstacle that needs to be overcome before
“vidcasting” becomes widespread. However, the
larger obstacle may be instructors not wanting to
have that much exposure of their course
material.
Security
Much in the same way the RIAA likes to protect
the music industry; Universities like to protect
the intellectual property of their faculty. Digital
rights management and more robust and
transparent security measures will need to be
put in place to make faculty more comfortable
with making their material available.
Accessibility
An audio recording service is leaving out a major
group of individuals…the hearing impaired.
Currently the BoilerCast system is working with
Purdue’s Adaptive Learning Programs to use
voice recognition technology to provide online
transcripts of the BoilerCast courses. The real
breakthrough will be if these transcripts can be
played in real time along side the audio file on a
web-type interface without the need for special
client software.
Not only is this important to the longevity of the
service, it can be a potential supplement to the
services provided by Adaptive Learning
Programs who used to have the need to record
the lectures themselves and transcribe them by
hand.

Conclusion
BoilerCast represents Purdue University’s entry
into the podcasting universe. As this is being
written, other universities are also beginning
large scale deployments of such services. The
system implemented at Purdue is a migration of
an established service. This directed the course
of action for the implementation but also helped

keep costs down by providing a foundation for
which to build a better digital service.
As other entities look at what was done at
Purdue, they should keep in mind that it is not
the only way of doing things and different
implementations will call for different courses of
action and different decision paths. The goal is
the same; however…to create a reliable and
easy to operate service that provides overall
benefit to the employing entity.
Early data points to a successful project that will
be a stape of classroom services for years to
come.

